Influence of mixed and multivalent counterions in overcharging of DNA-like spherocylindrical macroions.
The influence of multivalent and mixed valency counterions on the ground-state energetics of overscreening of a core DNA-like model (sphero)cylindrical macroion is investigated using an earlier developed energy minimization numerical simulation algorithm. The effects of mono-, di-, tri-, and tetravalent counterions, and mixed valency (mono- plus di-) counterions are compared and contrasted. It is seen that the depth of the minimum in the excess ground-state energy (over the neutral reference state) versus the number of overcharging counterions increases as counterion valency changes from mono- to tetra- testifying to the efficiency of the overcharging process due to multivalent counterions. The influence of (i) the presence of mixed valency counterions and (ii) counterion size on the energetics is also investigated.